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[2] 
Editorial 

 
When the Viola da Gamba Society was formed in 1948 amongst its stated 
aims were the publication of music for viols1 and, in general, the 
encouragement of interest in the viol and viol playing. No mention of a 
journal was made but, naturally enough, one soon came into being, 
containing news of members, reviews of concerts and articles on the viol 
and its music. 
     It is a measure of the success of those original aims, shown by the 
increasingly detailed study of the viol repertoire both by members of the 
Society and others, and especially with the information accumulated during 
the compilation of the Provisional Index of Viol Music that the material 
available has outgrown the Viola da Gamba Society Bulletin.2 In the future 
musicological material will appear in this journal, Chelys. 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Realised in the Publications (Schott) and Supplementary Publications of the Viola da 
Gamba Society. The latter will be referred to as S.P.s. 
2 Referred to as the Bulletin. 
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[3] 

John Jenkins’s Fantasia-Suites for Treble, 
two Basses and Organ 

Part I 

ANDREW ASHBEE 

The fantasia-suite has, until comparatively recently, been very much 
underplayed, or even neglected entirely in writings on seventeenth-century 
English consort music. Meyer, for instance, for all his tremendously 
valuable pioneer work, makes no mention of the form and it is only now, as 
research continues and information accumulates, that some indication of its 
true stature and significance in consort music of the period can be grasped.1 
     Among a distinguished line of composers who nourished and developed 
this form from Coperario to Locke, Jenkins holds a significant and central 
place, and was as prolific in this as in other fields of string consort music. In 
fact, Lefkowitz’s remark that Jenkins wrote several of these works is very 
much an underestimation:2 if we include the two-movement fantasia-air 
works, the latest count reveals that some sixty-seven suites can at present be 
attributed to him. These may be grouped as follows: 
17 Fantasia-Almain-Ayre sets for treble, bass and organ. 1 Fantasia-Almain-Corant 
   set for treble, bass and organ. 
10 Fantasia-Almain-Galliard sets for two trebles, bass and organ. 
9 Fantasia-Almain-Corant sets for treble, two basses and organ. 
7 Fantasia-Air (Divisions) sets for two trebles, bass and organ.  
15 Fantasia-Air sets for two trebles, bass and organ. 
8 Fantasia-Almain-Corant sets for two trebles, two basses and organ.  

Several of these works have already appeared in print, or are in the press at 
the time of writing this article, but it is to be hoped that all of them will 
eventually be published.3 

It is impossible at present to provide an accurate chronological list of 
Jenkins’s suites though, on stylistic evidence, the order given above may be 
approximately correct. It is beyond the scope of this essay to make detailed 

                                                 
1 See H. J. Sleeper, John Jenkins and the English Fantasia-Suite, Bulletin of the American 
Musicological Society, 4 (1940), 34-36; C. Arnold & M. Johnson, The English Fantasy 
Suite, Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, 82nd session, 1955-6, 1-14; M. 
Lefkowitz, William Lawes (London, 1960), pp. 106-125. 
2 Lefkowitz, op. cit., p. 106. 
3 Fantasy Suite No. 4 in G (treble, bass & organ) and Fantasy Suite No. 5 in C (two 
trebles, bass & organ) ed. C. Arnold & M. Johnson (Stainer & Bell, 1957); two sets of 
Fancy-Almain-Ayre (violin, bass & organ) and three sets of Fancy-Ayre (two trebles, 
bass & organ) in H. J. Sleeper, John Jenkins: Fancies and Ayres (Wellesley College, 
1950); Robert A. Warner, John Jenkins: Three-Part Fancy and Ayre Divisions 
(Wellesley College, 1966). John Jenkins: Consort Music of Four Parts, ed. A. Ashbee, 
Musica Britannica, XXVI (Stainer & Bell, 1969), includes the eight sets for two trebles, 
two basses and organ. 
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comparisons between the various groups of suites and I propose rather to 
draw attention to one grossly neglected series of works: the nine fantasia-
suites for treble, two basses and organ. 

The fantasia-suite is first found in the works of Giovanni Coperario 
who left at least sixteen Fantasy-Almain-Galliard sets for violin, bass viol 
and organ together with eight others for two violins, bass viol and organ.4 
Coperario’s suites undoubtedly served as models for later examples of the 
form by William Lawes, Jenkins, and others, and contain many features 
which they later expanded and developed: a generally sprightly texture and 
lively thematic material to suit the violin, moving away from the 
characteristically smoother motion of viol music, the insertion of triple-time 
passages, the frequent use of solo organ introductions and interludes in the 
fantasias, the treatment of the keyboard throughout as an indispensable 
obbligato part, but, above all, the establishing of a particular sequence of 
three movements which largely survived later change.5 

One of the principal sources for Coperario’s suites is British Museum, 
Add. MS. 23779. Available evidence suggests beyond all reasonable doubt 
that a large part of the volume was copied by Jenkins himself for Sir 
Nicholas Le Strange.6 Jenkins also copied the index folios 35v-36 which 
lists all Coperario’s known suites for one or two trebles, bass and organ 
(apart from a now incomplete work) giving page references for single part-
books, organ book and score, most of which have since disappeared. 
Furthermore, according to written notes added by Sir Nicholas Le Strange 
after each piece, ten of the suites for one treble, bass and organ were 
examined by mr DeRHAms. Bo: and on folio 64 he lists False and Doubtful 
PLaces, betwixt m DeRHams and my oRGan Booke with a series of musical 
illustrations. Thus Jenkins must have had every opportunity to copy, play 
and study these pioneer works in at least two of the households with which 
he was closely associated. Indeed, his own series of seventeen Fantasia-
Almain-Ayre7 sets closely mirrors Coperario’s suites and retains all those 
features mentioned in connection with the latter’s works above. 
[5] Many of them are attractive but, taken as a whole, they are probably the 
least interesting of Jenkins’s works in this genre. Nevertheless, they do 
contain in embryo the broad formal outlines and first signs of division 
techniques which were to be the foundation of all the composers later 
fantasia-suites. 
     From the first the fantasia in the suites differed in character from the 
single examples written for viol consorts. In the former section limits were 

                                                 
4 See Viola da Gamba Society Bulletin, 28 (January 1968), provisional index. 
5 See Musica Britannica, IX: Jacobean Consort Music, ed. T. Dart & W. Coates, Second, 
revised edition (Stainer & Bell, 1966), pp. 174-180 and 183-191 for transcriptions of four 
of these suites and LOiseau-Lyre OL 50133 for recordings of three of them 
6 See P. J. Willetts, Sir Nicholas Le Strange and John Jenkins, Music and Letters, 42 
(1961), 30-43. For additions to Miss Willetts’s findings see: The Four-Part Instrumental 
Compositions of John Jenkins, A. Ashbee, (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of 
London, 1966), vol. III, pp. 39-44. 
7 Bodleian, Mus. Sch. MS. C.81. 
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often more clearly defined and there was a greater variety of material and 
texture within the movement, thanks largely to the obbligato role played by 
the organ and the lively themes more suited to the violin than to the viol. In 
this Coperario’s example and inventiveness must not be underestimated. 
Following in Coperario’s footsteps, the fantasia in the suites by Jenkins and 
William Lawes travelled somewhat divergent paths. Lawes particularly 
exploited the obbligato role of the organ, also heightening in intensity the 
harmonic and melodic vocabulary. He opened up the texture through the 
increased use of rests, by employing short, pithy phrases in the more florid 
imitative passages, and by giving the bass viol complete independence from 
the organ bass for much of the time. Jenkins, on the other hand, was much 
more loath to give the organ part independence; solo introductions and 
interludes for this instrument are comparatively rare in his suites and the 
organ bass mostly duplicates the bass viol part. His melodic and harmonic 
vocabulary remained conservative throughout most of his life. But, it was he 
more than anyone who was responsible for integrating elaborate division 
techniques into the fantasia-suite, making them the models held up by 
Christopher Simpson as examples for all to follow: 

In these several sorts of Division of two and three Parts, my self, amonst others 
more eminent, have made divers Compositions, which perhaps might be 
useful to young Musicians, either for their Imitation or Practice: but the 
Charge of Printing Divisions (as I have experienced in the Cuts of the 
Examples in this present Book) doth make that kind of Musick less 
communicable. Howbeit, if you desire written Copies of that sort, (a thing 
most necessary for those who intend to Compose such like themselves) none 
has done so much in that kind, as the ever Famous and most Excellent 
Composer, in all sorts of Modern Musick, Mr. John Jenkins.8 

Whether we concur with Simpson, or agree with Roger North that Jenkins 
‘could hardly forbear devisions, and some of his consorts was too full of 
them’,9 we must concede that it would be a natural step for one of the 
greatest bass viol players of the age, which Jenkins certainly must have 
been, to develop the sprightly sections of the fantasias in the suites by 
incorporating division techniques which he would have first met and played 
in the numerous solos and exhibition 

[6] pieces for lyra or division viol(s) dating from the early seventeenth 
century. Nowhere is the division writing more elaborate than in Jenkins’s 
fantasia-suites for treble, two basses and organ. These works require so 
consummate a technique in performance that it is unlikely that they would 
have had a very wide circulation. This to some extent explains why such 
splendid pieces survive in just one set of manuscripts. One wonders, indeed 
who first played these suites and for whom they were written. Most works 
of the time were supplied to meet particular demands of particular 
circumstances or players. The presence of two bass parts in very many of 
Jenkins’s pieces—these nine suites, the eight for two trebles, two basses and 

                                                 
8 C. Simpson, The Division-Viol (London, 1667), p. 61. The extract also appears in the 
1659 edition. 
9 R. North, Roger North on Music, ed. J. Wilson (London, 1959), p. 345. 
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organ, the thirty-two four-part ayres for the same combination, the twenty-
seven fantasias for treble, two basses and organ, many duets and trios for 
bass viols—quite apart from such works as the six-part fantasias where two 
bass parts are automatically expected, make a repertoire unique in its 
comprehensiveness and size and suggests that Jenkins himself was a likely 
performer of one of these parts. Roger Le Strange, taught by Thomas 
Brewer, is reported as having a tolerable perfection on the bass viol, and 
there are several difficult bass viol duos by Jenkins which are known to 
have been in both the Le Strange and Derham libraries. There must have 
been players on hand in both households capable of performing the difficult 
divisions. In later years this was apparently not the case. North notes that 
‘Jenkins in his latter time ... could compose no otherwise than to the 
capacity of his performers, who could not deal with his high flying vein.’10 
We must remember too that Jenkins spent some time in London for 
rehearsals and two performances (on 3rd and 13th February, 1634) of the 
masque The Triumph of Peace.11 Had he not already done so, he would then 
have had the opportunity to meet many of the greatest English musicians of 
his time, among them William Lawes, Simon Ives, Charles Coleman, John 
Wilson, Davis Mell and others of the King’s Musick. Doubtless these 
musicians made the most of any opportunity they had to make music 
together and perhaps even performed some of Jenkins’s music. They had the 
necessary skill to perform even his most elaborate compositions. Here, then, 
is some support for a suggestion that pieces by Jenkins with virtuoso 
division writing are likely to have been composed in the early or middle part 
of his career. It is my belief—and it is no more than that—that the fantasia-
suites for treble, two basses and organ, together with the seven Fantasia-Air 
(Divisions) sets for two trebles, bass and organ, were most probably written 
about the middle of Jenkins’s creative life, around 1630-1650. Stylistically 
they seem to stand mid-way 

[7] between the Fantasia-Almain-Ayre sets, already mentioned as closely 
mirroring Coperario’s examples, and the series of works in British Museum, 
Add. MSS. 27550-4: fifteen Fantasia-Air sets for two trebles, bass and 
organ and the eight four-part suites for two trebles, two basses and organ. It 
may be significant that in these two latter sets of pieces, thought to be 
among the latest he composed, the division writing is technically much less 
demanding. Division writing in itself does not necessarily add stature to 
consort music: it can easily degenerate into mere empty pattern-making. 
However, one of the outstanding features of this particular series of works is 
the way in which division passages are integrated into the overall scheme, at 
times set against important slow-moving motifs, heightening them and 
bringing them into sharp relief, at others employed simply as an exciting 

                                                 
10 North, op. cit., p. 347. 
11 See M. Lefkowitz, The Longleat Papers of Bulstrode Whitelocke; New Light on 
Shirleys Triumph of Peace, Journal American Musicological Society, 18 (1965), 42-60, 
and A. J. Sabol, New Documents on Shirleys Masque The Triumph of Peace", Music and 
Letters, 47 (1966), 10-26. 
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technique adding a new element to the already-transformed fantasia and 
contrasting vividly with the more traditional slower moving polyphonic 
passages. 

Like his great contemporary Schutz, however, Jenkins was never one to 
pursue newness in music for its own sake. There is no doubt that he would 
have agreed whole-heartedly with Schutz’s recommendation to budding 
composers to ‘crack the hard nut in which one has to seek the kernel and the 
proper foundation of a good counterpoint.’ On such a foundation his own 
music was built and this, together with his tremendous sense of design, 
enabled him to build large movements of great vision and power. Masterly 
technique and great inventiveness in working his material, coupled with a 
supreme knowledge of the sonorities and tone colours of his chosen 
medium: these are the principal characteristics which make Jenkins one of 
the very great composers of consort music and for which one looks in 
studying his works. 

From the highly confused and confusing grouping of pieces in 
Bodleian, Mus. Sch. MSS. D.241-4 twenty-one suites by Jenkins can be 
extracted: five of the eight works for two trebles, two basses and organ, the 
seven Fancy-Ayre Divisions recently edited and published by Professor 
Robert A. Warner,12 and the nine suites for treble, two basses and organ. 
The organ parts for the two latter sets of pieces are found in Bodleian, Mus. 
Sch. MS. D.261 headed respectively Organ Parte to Mr Jenkins fancies 
Division for 3 partes prickt in the Bookes with vellim covers & given mee 
by Mr Colbius Organist of Exeter and Organ Part to Mr Jenkins Division 
Lessons for 2 Base Viols & a Treble. Theodore Coleby, a German, was 
organist at Magdalen College, Oxford, between 1661 and 1664 before, in 
the words of Anthony Wood, ‘he was preferd to be organist of Exeter 
Cathedral.’ His place at the college was filled by Benjamin Rogers. The 
Chapter Acts record Coleby’s appointment at Exeter on 5th March, 1664/5. 
He was not already a lay-vicar, since £5 expenses were allowed him for his 

[8] expenses in coming from London. He appears to have been admitted lay-
vicar on 2nd March, though the exact reference has not been traced. The 
cathedral registers record the baptisms of four children to Coleby between 
January 6th, 1666/7 and 28th September, 1673. His successor, Henry Hall, 
was appointed in September 1674 on Colebys resignation.13 

Edward Lowe (1610-1682), Heather Professor of Music at Oxford from 
1662, played a major part in building up the Oxford Music Schools 
collection of manuscripts in the years after the Restoration and his 
handwriting forms part of Bodleian, Mus. Sch. MSS. D.241-4, including 
some lists of contents on the fly-leaves. Another hand is that of Dr. Matthew 
Hutton (1638-1711), an amateur musician who frequented music meetings 
in the city and who undoubtedly often played in consort with Lowe, Ellis, 
Wood and others.14

 Of two other scribes, as yet unidentified, one copied the 

                                                 
12 Warner, op. cit., p. x. 
13 For much of this information I am indebted to Mrs. Audrey M. Erskine, archivist at 
Exeter Cathedral Library. 
14 The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, ed. A. Clark (Oxford, 1891-1900), Volume I, pp. 
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suites and it is perhaps not unreasonable to suggest that he was a musician 
closely associated with the Music School at Oxford: the music is clearly and 
neatly written, seemingly not an amateurs hand, and Lowe’s evident super-
vision of the volumes coupled with the presence of numerous works by 
Henry Bowman, Benjamin Rogers and Thomas Baltzar all of whom were 
resident in, or had visited post-Restoration Oxford, point to the books 
having been copied locally. Two notes hint at the approximate date of 
compilation: ‘Mr Rogers of Mag. Coll. 1668’ (on page 44 of D.241) and 
‘These 15 followinge Ayres were composd by Mr Bowman & first performd 
in the Schooles on Thursday 5 feb 1674’ (on page 55 of D.241). 

It is clear that D.241-4 and D.261 were used together because the scribe 
of D.261—perhaps Theodore Coleby himself—added some missing bars on 
page 60 of D.242 and page 103 of D.241. However, it is also clear that the 
string and organ books derived from different sources: not only does one 
find considerable variation in melodic details between string and organ 
parts, which is not unusual in such cases, but there are also several striking 
instances of clashes uncharacteristic of Jenkins and impossible to justify on 
purely musical grounds. Figure 1 is typical of these: 

[9] 

 
Fig. 1. Excerpt from Suite No. 2 (Fantasia, bars 4-7) 

 
Such variant passages lead one to question the success of contemporary 
performances using these manuscripts without any written indications that 
the organ or string parts were adjusted at such moments, apart from the 
interpolated bars already mentioned. As no other sources are known to exist 
for the fantasia-suites for treble, two basses and organ, these discrepancies 
frequently cause problems for a prospective editor of these works. The 
lateness of both manuscripts also precludes any indication of the date at 
which these suites were composed, nor do they completely clarify the 
instrumentation. 
     There is no doubt that the two bass parts are for bass viols: apart from the 
heading quoted from Bodleian, Mus. Sch. D.261 the frequent multiple-
                                                                                                                            
273ff. 
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stopping and typically expansive range of the parts are utterly characteristic 
of Jenkins’s writing for the instrument. The treble part presents more of a 
problem. In technique and melodic style it is very similar to that of the bass 
lines and may therefore have been played on the treble viol. I think it much 
more likely, though, for the part to have been conceived for the violin. 
Present day players find that the part lies rather awkwardly for treble viol 
whereas the difficulties are less apparent on the violin. We must bear in 
mind, too, the tradition that even the earliest fantasia-suites by Coperario 
and William Lawes were written specifically for the violin and that 
Jenkins’s suites, so far as one can estimate—a plague on that ubiquitous 
treble!—seem to conform to this tradition. It is works apparently composed 
in the second quarter of the seventeenth century or thereabouts which 
present this problem most acutely: one can 

[10] sense the transition away from the blend of the whole viol consort and 
the gradual emergence of the violin as a serious contender for the treble 
parts in a good deal of the consort music of the time, but it remains difficult 
to be exact in cases where the manuscripts themselves are no help. 
Undoubtedly there must have been a good deal of give-and-take regarding 
the scoring of pieces in performance, depending greatly on circumstances. 

So far as the keyboard part is concerned, the organ is the most natural 
instrument to use in performing these suites though, of course, this does not 
preclude the use of an alternative should an organ not happen to be 
available. In many of the elaborate division passages where the keyboard 
part has a series of supporting semibreves, the sustaining capability of the 
organ would be invaluable. 

These nine suites differ considerably in detail and it will be most 
convenient to comment on each one separately. The fantasies—which have 
the lion’s share of the interest—will naturally have the lion’s share of my 
remarks. However, some indication of the scope and style of the series as a 
whole may be gained from a more detailed survey of the first suite, with the 
addition of one of two asides by way of commentary. 

 
Fig. 2. Opening of Suite No. 1 (Fantasia) 

 
As is to be expected in any fantasia, the opening is fugal (Fig. 2).15 Both 

bass parts sweep easily from low to high registers and alternate in 
effectively bridging the gap between the two outer melodic lines. Double 

                                                 
15 For convenience the organ part is omitted from musical examples unless it has particular 
significance. 
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stopping in these two parts adds fullness to the texture. It is not long before 
the initial motif is combined with florid divisions (Fig. 3) which bring the 
first section to a close. 

 
Fig, 3. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Fantasia, bars 17-19) 

 
Fig. 4. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Fantasia, bars 2 7-31) 

A short section in triple-time (Fig. 4) moves from the tonic to the dominant 
and is followed by a relatively slow-moving imitative passage in common-
time containing considerable melodic chromaticism. (Fig. 5): 

 
Fig. 5. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Fantasia, bars 42-48) 

[12] Jenkins rarely writes chromatically and not all his attempts are equally 
successful. This particular example, however, would appear to be very 
effective—notwithstanding the blatant consecutive fifths in bar 43—and 
certainly seems more sure-footed than some apparently early experiments to 
be seen in the four-part airs. It will be noted that the chromaticism is 
confined to the melodic lines and does not breed augmented or diminished 
chords in the way that, for instance, chromatic writing by Lawes sometimes 
does. 

Further elaborate divisions break out again, in which all take their turn, 
and are followed some fifteen bars later by another fugato passage 
reminiscent of the old fantasia. (Fig. 6): 
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Fig. 6. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Fantasia, bars 64-69) 

Rich sonorities result from double-stopping in the bass parts, suspensions, 
and continual modulation. The alternating root and first-inversion chords 
are, of course, a characteristic frequently to be met with in consort music of 
the period.16 

A second triple-time passage now occurs. Two triple-time sections in 
one movement are unusual in Jenkins’s music, though there is another 
instance in the Fantasia of the second suite in this series. A perpetual state of 
modulation persists throughout the passage. The keys suggested or reached 
between bars 59 and 78 are, in sequence, F d a C e D G, (capital letters 
indicate major and small letters minor keys) all being keys closely related to 
the tonic major. Jenkins’s use of modulation is always imaginative and the 
process of modulation smooth and accomplished, even in the early works is 
continual exploration of keys related to the parallel major/minor of the home 
tonic is a very distinctive feature which can be traced throughout his work. 
In fact Jenkins’s mature use of modulation in an age still experimenting 
with tonality within the major/minor key system is one of the most 
progressive features to be observed in his work and is one which has 
hitherto received but scant attention. 

[13] Having arrived in G major at the end of this second triple-time 
section, Jenkins easily flattens the third of the chord to effect a return to the 
home tonic and its circle of related keys. Eight bars of imitative writing 
using conventional figures, but organized with masterly skill and with a 
keen ear for the effect of spacing the parts, modulate to the relative major 
before a third flurry of divisions breaks out. Rapid scale passages and 
elevations are predominant features here. Each of the three division 
passages in this fantasia is longer than the last and this one extends to 
nineteen bars before the brake is applied and four cadential bars bring the 
movement to its conclusion. 

The Almain and Corant in this suite are the only ones in the series in 
which the divisions are written into each strain at the first playing: in all the 
remaining suites the divisions occur as written-out variations to be heard 
after each strain has been played in its basic form. The divisions here are 
less elaborate than those in the other suites, perhaps because of this 
different approach, and in the first strain of the almain the instruments take 
turns in breaking or descanting upon the bass (Fig. 7) ending with an 
elaborate flourish from the first bass viol. The opening of the second strain 
                                                 
16 See also Lefkowitz, op. cit., pp. 245f. 
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introduces another favourite device of Jenkins: close imitation between the 
outer parts (Fig. 8).   The rapid chord changes associated with this imitation 

 
Fig. 7. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Almain, bars 5-7) 

 

 
Fig. 8. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Almain, bars 13-16) 

are [14] slowed as the melodic lines quicken first into quaver movement and 
then, once more, into florid counterpoint, set in the concluding bars over a 
dominant pedal. 

The Corant is also unique in this series as being the only movement of 
its kind notated with minim beats—in the way that galliards were, rather 
than with the customary crotchet beats found in the other examples. Perhaps 
this fact may, rather dangerously, be interpreted as yet another clue to the 
approximate dating of at least this suite, William Lawes’s suites, together 
with Jenkins’s seventeen Fantasia-Almain-Ayre sets for treble, bass and 
organ and his ten Fantasia-Almain-Galliard sets for two trebles, bass and 
organ come closest to Coperario’s fantasia-suites in their basic form: all 
conclude with a galliard movement notated in minim beats. However, by the 
second quarter of the seventeenth century the galliard had been replaced by 
the corant and saraband in the dance suites of the day, and it is not 
surprising, therefore, to find the corant appearing as the third movement in 
several of Jenkins’s fantasia-suites, though naturally it would be senseless to 
assume that these particular suites were necessarily composed after those 
containing ayres or galliards. Apparently the saraband, the fastest of all the 
triple-time movements, did not firmly establish itself in England until about 
the second quarter of the seventeenth century, well after the corant. 
Composers of Jenkins’s generation may have agreed with Mace that the 
sarabands were more Toyish, and Light, than Corantoes,17 and perhaps felt 
that they lacked sufficient substance for inclusion in the largest and most 
elaborate of the instrumental forms in which they worked. In any event, 

                                                 
17 T. Mace, Musicks Monument (London, 1676), p. 129. Facsimile edition (Paris, 1958).  
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although many sarabands were included in seventeenth-century suites of 
dances, only a few late fantasia-suites by composers such as Christopher 
Gibbons and Locke concluded with this dance. 

 
Fig. 9. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Corant, bars 1-5) 

 
Fig. 10. Excerpt from Suite No. 1 (Corant, bars 18-20 and 24-29) 

The two strains of this corant are, unusually, each seventeen bars long. 
Divisions are virtually absent from the first strain, which is imbued with a 
quiet dignity somewhat uncharacteristic of these last movements as a whole. 
In fact one recalls Sir Nicholas Le Strange’s remarks18 concerning ayres of a 
grave TRIPLE or GALLIARD Measure in Newberry Library, Case MS. 
VM.I.A.18J.52.c, and in particular his comment describing one ayre as very 
Passionate and Grave—an epithet he might equally have applied here (Fig. 
9). The bass parts alternate in duty between the lowest line and what often 
amounts to a second treble part. Three distinct features are presented in the 

                                                 
18 These remarks occur on the fly-leaves of the bass part-book. See J. Troy Johnson, How 
to "Humour" John Jenkins Three-Part Dances Performance Directions in a Newberry 
Library MS, Journal American Musicological Society, 20 (1967), 197-208. 
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[15] second strain: a little gentle division writing, (Fig. 10a) followed by 
close, almost canonic, writing and a hiccup effect before the final cadence 
(Fig. 10b). One other difference between these suites and those others by 
William Lawes, Coperario, and Jenkins mentioned above is that the brief 
common-time conclusion found in them has been omitted here; in fact such 
a common-time conclusion does not occur in any of Jenkins’s suites which 
include a corant. 

(To be concluded) 
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[16] 
The Viola da Gamba Music  

of Godfrey Finger 
 

ARTHUR W. MARSHALL 
 

It must have come to the notice of many researchers through the years that 
in the Music School manuscripts in the Bodleian Library there is a 
considerable quantity of instrumental music, in which the viola da gamba 
figures prominently, but which lacks the name of a composer. Most of this 
music was transcribed too late for inclusion in the catalogue of 1682, and 
the copies probably date from the last decade of the seventeenth century. 
Much was written by one person, in a very clear hand, at times approaching 
the neatness and consistency of an engraving though unfortunately prone to 
the omission of bars which had to be restored by insertions and footnotes. A 
great deal of this music was bound up in Music School MS. D.249 in the 
late nineteenth century, but a few sheaves of paper of unsuitable size for this 
volume were inserted in C.93 and in two places in D.228. This collection is 
so interesting and varied that it is surprising that the challenge posed by the 
infuriating omission of composers' names has not been taken up earlier-until 
it is remembered how very recent is the revival of interest in the viola da 
gamba as a solo instrument. 

During the past eighteen months the writer has been endeavouring to 
ascribe this music. Works by William Young, Henry Butler, Carolus 
Hacquart and Johann Schenk have been identified with the help of the staffs 
of the Bodleian Library and Durham Cathedral Library. Other compositions 
have so far eluded identification. But the chief result of the investigation has 
been the unexpected discovery that Godfrey Finger is a prolific and 
important composer for the viola da gamba. The present article gives the 
grounds for this assertion, discusses the actual extent (which is still difficult 
to determine) of Finger's share of the anonymous music, and attempts an 
assessment of the quality of his contribution to the viola da gamba repertory. 

Godfrey Finger was born at Olmutz in Moravia in or around 1663. At 
student age he is heard of in Munich, and as will appear later there are 
grounds for supposing that he may also have visited Buxtehude at Lubeck. 
In 1685 or thereabouts he crossed the channel to take up an appointment as 
a Court Musician to James II. References to him in Court records are few 
and the appointment probably did not outlast King James. But sponsored by 
the Earl of Manchester and on friendly terms with many English musicians, 
he remained here until after 1700, probably until 1703, with considerable 
success as a freelance composer. He seems to have enjoyed his stay here, 
and enters thoroughly into the spirit of his adopted land in the hornpipes, 
jigs 
[17] and Scotch tunes which enliven the incidental music, for which he was 
much in demand, for plays by Congreve and others. The greater part of his 
more serious output too seems to have been composed in England, though 
except when he supervised publication himself his chamber music was 
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usually sent to Estienne Roger of Amsterdam for publication. He wrote an 
Ode, unfortunately lost, on the death of Henry Purcell. 

Although highly esteemed by contemporary musicians, Finger suffered 
the fate, unusual in this country, of being somewhat slighted by influential 
non-musicians in favour of English composers. In a competition for 
composing a masque Finger’s entry, recognized by fellow-musicians as 
being of high quality, was placed fourth to John Weldon, John Eccles and 
Daniel Purcell, due it seems to these nonmusical influences. Reading this as 
a sign that things might become difficult for him in England he moved to 
the continent where he is known to have taken a number of good Court 
appointments, being last heard of in 1723. It is curious and disappointing 
that hardly any music from this continental period appears to have survived, 
though it is known that some of his music perished in a fire in 1735 at 
Rudalstadt. 

Both in his own lifetime and in modern times the only music of 
Finger’s which has achieved any popularity has been his recorder music, 
widely published in both periods. This must be put down to public interest 
in the instrument, because his music for the violin is not inferior, while his 
music for viola da gamba is actually of greater interest. The total number of 
his sonatas, trio-sonatas and other chamber works is surprisingly large, and 
interested readers are referred to the writer’s forthcoming article on the 
subject1 in which a complete list of Finger's chamber music is given, as far 
as is at present known. 

The existence of interesting music for viola da gamba by Finger cannot 
be regarded as unknown in the past, in spite of the subject not having been 
pursued. There are copies of Opus 1, Finger’s major collection of chamber 
music, in nearly all of the standard British libraries of old music; and Denis 
Stevens, who chose No. 8 for publication by Novello, and many others must 
have noticed the considerable technical interest, far exceeding that of the 
violin parts, of the solo ‘Viola di Gamba’ parts in Nos. 2 and 3. No. 1 also 
includes a difficult though less idiomatic solo gamba part, while Nos. 4, 5 
and 6 have a ‘Viola di Basso’ part which, though mainly a continuo bass, at 
times breaks out into quite florid divisions, so that, following Henry Purcell, 
we should call these sonatas of four parts rather than trio-sonatas for two 
violins and continuo. 

Moreover, Ernest Meyer noted in his catalogue a sonata for solo viola 
da gamba and basso continuo in the Bodleian Library: for that 
[18] matter, anyone browsing there after the preparation of the 1850-55 
catalogue could have found this splendid sonata, which ranks with the finest 
of the German school outside Bach. Also in the Bodleian catalogue is a set 
of divisions for bass viol by “G.F.”—almost certainly Godfrey Finger. More 
recently, in Durham Cathedral library, a very beautiful unaccompanied 
Prelude by Finger in Canon Falle's book has been catalogued. 

Thus, even before the present researches began, anyone who cared for 
solo viol music could have discovered from the standard catalogues Godfrey 

                                                 
1 Consort (In the press). 
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Finger's claim for recognition as a worthwhile composer for the instrument. 
What has now come to light is the surprising number of additional works for 
bass viol which, though anonymous in the source, can be credited to him, in 
some cases with certainty and in others with high probability. A survey of 
the clues which led to this discovery makes a fascinating story. 

The first clue consists of a curious error in Ernest Meyer’s catalogue, 
which in a footnote volunteers the information that there is an arrangement 
of the viola da gamba sonata as a trio-sonata for two violins in D.228. This 
is not true: what does appear in D.228 is far more exciting, a duplicate copy 
of the solo part of the sonata, placed at No. 4 in a set of no fewer than six 
viola da gamba sonatas, composer unnamed. Now one has to be careful in 
making deductions from juxtaposition in the Bodleian Library because in 
many cases loose sheaves of sheet music were bound into books late in the 
19th century with more regard to size of paper than affinity of material. But 
in the present case there is no room for doubt that this is a true set of six 
sonatas (the sort of number that would normally be issued by almost any 
composer of the period who wrote sonatas at all) because in the first place 
they are numbered ‘Sonata Prima’, ‘Sonata Secunda’ . . . ‘Sonata Sesta’, and 
secondly each sonata is on two facing sheets so that half of the preceding 
and following sonatas are on the reverse sides of the same pages. The strong 
a priori probability of all six being the work of one composer is in the 
writer's opinion, after prolonged study of all Finger's instrumental music, 
placed quite beyond doubt by the evidence of the music itself— though this 
is not to deny an interesting diversity of styles and moods. 

The mannerisms which enable a student saturated in the music of a 
given composer to recognize his hand in an anonymous work are often 
subtle, and it is the cumulative evidence of little things that is convincing. 
However a striking example of the evidence can be placed before the reader 
in the case of Sonata Terza in A major. In Fig. 1 the opening bars are 
quoted, inserted between the staves of the score of a violin sonata by Finger, 
No. XX in British Museum MS. Add.3 1466. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Solo Sonata for Violin compared with the Sonata 

Terza for Viola da Gamba 
 

The figured basses of these six sonatas are unfortunately absent from 
D.228. No. 4 is complete in D.249 (the source where it is attributed 

[19] to Finger) and No. 5 also occurs in D.249, anonymous but 
complete. So only Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 6 are incomplete. In D.249 is another 
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complete sonata, headed and set out in similar style to No. 5, which is so 
strongly reminiscent of Finger’s style that with hardly less certainty it can 
be listed as a No. 7 by Finger. 

What sort of music have we in these sonatas? In general they combine 
German and English influences, with much freedom of form and an element 
of rhapsodic or fantasia-like writing. Add to this their considerable and 
sometimes extreme technical difficulty and virtuosity, and we have music of 
much more interest to the modern ear than the comparatively simple, formal 
and conventional Italianate writing which Finger adopted in most of his 
instrumental music. He was a good enough composer to achieve real 
distinction and originality in a few of his sonatas and trio-sonatas in the 
Italian style: nevertheless, as with Purcell after the viol fantasies, one cannot 
help wishing he had continued to compose in the earlier, freer style of these 
sonatas and of the other works described in this article, instead of adopting 
the prevailing Italian fashion. Admittedly some of his viol music lacks the 
professional efficiency in composition which one finds in the Opus 5 trio-
sonatas, but this would have developed in the course of time and practice in 
whatever style he had chosen for exercising his art. The uniform proficiency 
of the ten sonatas of Opus 5 is at best moderately attractive; and frequently a 
little dull: the fourth viola da gamba sonata in which, using a freer style of 
composition, Finger succeeds in maintaining an unflagging inspiration, is a 
work of art which offers the listener an integrated and unique experience 
differing from what any other composer can offer. 

This fourth sonata—the one which bears Finger's name in one of the 
original manuscripts—is a serious work in D minor of great power 
[20] and solemnity in which the considerable but not extreme difficulties 
are entirely integral to the construction. The opening adagio is a close-knit 
development of a single theme in counterpoint between soloist and bass. 
This is followed by a spirited allegro of similar structure. The finale is a 
composite piece consisting of two broadly lyrical adagios separated by an 
allegro episode in which the soloist leaps about excitedly over a range of 
nearly three octaves.2 

The first two sonatas, both in D major, are very much alike, being florid 
and very difficult pieces with a great deal of rhapsodic and cadenza-like 
writing. The figured basses are lost but it is clear from the harmonic 
implications, and from the parallel opening of Finger's Violin Sonata in A, 
No. VII in B.M. Add. 31466, that the accompaniment to these sonatas has 
only a supporting role with little of the live contrapuntal interest which is 
such a feature of No. 4. The first sonata is rather sprawling and lacking in 
invention, with passage-work which is little more than a valuable technical 
study. The second essay in this vein is much more successful, and results in 
a sonata which with sufficiently brilliant execution would prove very 
attractive to the listener. The first movement consists of fast scale-passages 
and lyrical adagio phrases in alternation, the adagios featuring many chords 
and a cadenza. Next comes a melodious aria in two sections, followed by 
                                                 
2 A recording of this sonata is available on Chantry Records, CRLP 10. 
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two well-written divisions thereon, one in quavers, one in semiquavers. 
There follows an adagio in B minor, beginning with a Buxtehude-like 
flourish and proceeding in double and then triple stops. The sonata ends 
with two further movements, in the form of a minuet and a merry gigue. It is 
not difficult to devise a satisfactory accompaniment for this sonata, and one 
has been prepared. 

Sonata No. 3 in A major, like No. 4, is more formal and less rhapsodic 
than the first two, but it is unlikely that the bass could have been as 
interesting in points of imitation as in the fourth. The only fantasia-like 
passage is an adagio, full of chords, which is inserted two-thirds of the way 
through the second movement, a not very interesting allegro, mainly in 
running semiquavers, such as occurs in many of Finger’s violin sonatas. 
Apart from the chordal adagio, the writing is mostly in single notes, but 
technical difficulties occur both in the allegro and in the rather sprawling 
gigue which concludes the sonata. The opening adagio is very simple and 
delightfully tuneful; its similarity to the opening of one of the violin sonatas 
has already been illustrated. 

Next to No. 4, the finest sonata musically is No. 6 in A minor. The 
whole work has an atmosphere of grave elegaic beauty reminiscent of 
Brahms. Moreover, it has two added attractions in that it is comparatively 
easy to play, and that it suits the tenor viol and the 'cello equally as well as 
the bass viol. A somewhat chromatic opening 
[21] movement of moderate speed is followed by a simple lyrical adagio in 
three-minim time. This leads without a break into a very vivacious allegro. 
The fourth movement is a sensitively phrased recitative and the fifth is a 
beautiful siciliano. There being no duplicate copy of this sonata in D.249 the 
figured bass is wanting but it has proved possible to provide a reasonably 
satisfactory keyboard accompaniment. 

Sonata No. 7 in A major is also fairly easy to play except for a few 
rapid passages. It is almost wholly lyrical but too discursive to be really 
satisfactory. Both its merits and its faults are of a kind which favour its 
ascription to Finger, as is in a very marked degree a curious double feature 
in the last movement which has a bearing on a work to be discussed later. 
This movement, an adagio, uses a ground bass which occurs with only 
minor variants, in no fewer than five of Finger's established works—the set 
of divisions for bass viol, a set for recorder or violin, a chaconne from an 
orchestral suite, a trio-sonata for two violins and a sonata of four parts for 
three violins and continuo. Moreover, there is the curious feature that the 
melody is at first written over a free bass which drifts almost imperceptibly 
into the repeated ground: this uncommon device occurs in Finger’s Trio-
Sonata Op. 5 No. 8 (on the same ground) and in his violin sonata, B.M. Add 
31466 No. XXVI. The case for ascribing this seventh sonata to Finger is 
therefore very strong. Being in D.249, it has its figured bass. 

Sonata No. 5 has been reserved for description last as it leads directly to 
the consideration of another interesting group of anonymous pieces in the 
two Bodleian volumes which contain the sonatas. In style it has affinities 
with No. 2 in having a brilliant and difficult opening of alternate allegro 
scales and adagio chordal declamations, and an aria with a double or 
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divisional repeat which in this case is the last movement. In between are 
firstly a difficult perpetuum mobile allegro and secondly an adagio which 
begins with difficult chordal passages, often in high positions, and ends in a 
long cadenza of four-part broken-chord demisemiquavers across the strings 
in most of which it is necessary to jump back and forth across intervening 
strings. 

Enough has been said to indicate that the performance of this work 
demands extreme virtuosity. It must now be disclosed that the would-be 
performer is further daunted by the fact that the music to be played on four 
of the six strings is written in transposing notation to indicate the fingering 
positions but not the resulting sounds, the instrument having to be tuned c' 
sharp a e c sharp A E so that only the second and third strings are normal. 
The original performer must have kept his first string up to d' and played it 
in the key of B flat instead of A, because the figured bass part (in the D.249 
source) is in B flat. Probably he used a small lyra- or division-viol, as a 
normal consort or solo bass would scarcely stand the strain. Indeed, with an 
A major edition, modern players would be well advised to play it at low 

[22] pitch as the keyboard player can easily play in four flats instead of 
three sharps. 

If any can be found to attempt it, this sonata is certainly worth playing. 
Musically it is perhaps marginally less interesting than No. 2, but this would 
be more than counterbalanced by the extreme brilliance produced by the 
resonances of the open strings and by the interest of the rapid cross-string 
cadenza. In both the originals there are several inaccuracies in the rather 
difficult notation adopted, but it has been possible to resolve them. 

D.228 and D.249 each contain a copy of Sonata No. 5, and it so 
happens that each volume contains other works in the same scordatura or 
lyra-viol tuning, written in the same hand on similar paper. All these works 
are suites. In D.228 is one for viola da gamba duet unaccompanied—a 
figured bass would be superfluous—and in D.249 there is a solo suite with 
figured bass and a suite with figured bass for either two solo bass viols or 
violin and viol. The violin and figured bass parts are on folios 82-85 while 
the two viol parts are on ff. 149-152. The violin part, which is alternative to 
the first viola da gamba, is an octave higher and leaves out the under-notes 
of the viola da gamba chords. The scordatura tuning in the case of the violin 
is e" a' e' a. 
The two suites in D.249 are attractive music of the lighter sort. They do not 
demand the virtuosity of Sonata No. 5, but in addition to the problems of 
the scordatura notation they require a fairly advanced technique. Players of 
lyra-viol music could with advantage re-write them in tablature. The suite in 
D.228 is rather pedestrian in comparison, but next to it in this volume is a 
quite superb suite in E minor: this also is for two solo viols unaccompanied 
and is in a different and easier scordatura, d' a e B G E, only the fourth and 
sixth strings being altered. 

Unless evidence comes to light of any music for viola da gamba having 
been written in scordatura by any other composer, like Biber’s violin music 
and some of Bach’s ‘cello music, but unlike the earlier lyra-viol music 
which was in tablature, the case for ascribing these suites to Finger (as the 
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composer of Sonata No. 5) is on the face of it fairly strong. The internal 
evidence is not easy to interpret: firstly because we have no suites definitely 
known to be by Finger except the very different orchestral suites which he 
wrote some years later in the English style as incidental music to plays; and 
secondly because the style of composition for a suite is different from that 
suited to a sonata. There is however one point of contact in that some 
sonatas end with a gigue, and the evidence here supports the ascription to 
Finger as will be seen from Figure 2 in which extracts are quoted from two 
of the sonatas and two of the suites. Also, in the great E minor suite are a 
number of devices used in the sonatas (including Sonata 
[23] No. 4 which bears Finger's name), the most striking being perhaps the 
chains of two-part chords of the interval of a second resolving downwards 
to a third, a device not common in other composers. Again, the general style 
and mood of the E minor suite are reminiscent of the solo prelude in the 
same key in Durham Cathedral Library. The suites in D.228 have only a few 
movements and these are without ‘doubles’. The splendid E minor suite has 
an extensive prelude followed by a ‘jumping’ allemande and a gigue. The 
less interesting A major suite has movements which can reasonably be 
described as an allemande, courante, minuet and air. 

 
Fig. 2. Extracts from Gigues 

The suites in D.249 are quite different in form having many 
movements of which some have doubles. The solo suite has an Intrada, 
Allemande, Courante, Sarabande with Double, Gavotte with Double, Aria 
and Gigue; the one for two viols or violin and viol has the first four of this 
list, all with doubles, followed by a bourree and gigue. There is yet another 
suite in A major in D.249, for ‘violetta’ (this is fairly high in the treble clef 
and appears to mean a treble viol or pardessus) with solo viola da gamba 
and continuo: this time both instruments are tuned normally but the work is 
otherwise so extremely like the scordatura trio-suite in its violin version 
(and the sequence of movements is the same except for the omission of a 
bourrée) that the two are unquestionably by the same composer. This is 
helpful because the opening melody of the violetta suite is reminiscent of a 
number of themes in Finger’s violin sonatas and recorder sonatas. 
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A curious discovery by Margaret Urquhart in the Bodleian Library perhaps 
strengthens the case for supposing that Finger would have tried his hand at 
suites of the kind in D.249 although among his established works there are 
none in this form. A volume numbered D.253 consists of pieces by a little-
known composer named Peter Greck 
[24] who lived in Lubeck where Buxtehude was exercising his art. These 
pieces are suites for two unaccompanied viols, with a series of movements 
very like those in the D.249 suites, though less attractive and simpler, and in 
normal tuning. Now two of these suites appear in duplicate, one copy 
having the familiar paper and hand of the works we are considering in this 
article. The other copy is in a heavy German-looking hand on thicker paper, 
this hand and paper being the same as a large inset in D.249 which contains 
works for viola da gamba by Schenk, viola da gamba, sonatas by Buxtehude 
and Baudringer, both of Lubeck, and by Radack of Copenhagen, and by an 
anonymous, probably German, composer. One of the Schenk works, 
incidentally, has also been partly copied by the Finger copyist, this copy 
also being in D.249. Margaret Urquhart’s discovery is that on the back of 
the blank cover pages of Peter Greek’s third suite in the German copy, a 
17th-century hand has scribbled sideways in pencil in a large hand ‘Mr. 
Finger’. Whatever the significance of this, it at least seems likely that Finger 
had seen this suite by Peter Greck: knowing as we do his interest in the viola 
da gamba, this does increase the plausibility of his having written works in 
similar suite form himself. 

It is interesting to speculate further on this scribbled name. Finger is 
known to have been in Munich a few years before coming to England. Did 
he then proceed to Lubeck and study composition and the viola da gamba 
with Buxtehude? Did he personally bring to England these German copies 
of the Peter Greck works and the German sonatas in D.249? Are they in his 
own handwriting? The writer has so far been unable to find any certain or 
even likely examples of Finger’s autograph, so these questions cannot at 
present be answered. The mistakes made by the English copyist in the works 
which are almost certainly Finger’s make it impossible that this copyist 
could be the composer himself. In the German MSS. (in welcome contrast 
to the infuriating practice of the Englishman) practically everything is 
labelled with the composer’s name. It is tempting to explain the one 
exception (an anonymous sonata) by assuming that in this case the 
composer was the scribe himself: if so, this is not Finger's hand, as the 
sonata is quite unlike his style. 

Of the other works unascribed in D.249 a number of interesting solos 
and duets appear to be in a rather earlier style, but there are two which 
require consideration here. These are a pastoralle in A for two solo gambas 
with figured bass and a third viola da gamba which with trivial exceptions 
by way of repeated notes or octaves duplicates the keyboard bass, and a duet 
suite in D for two solo gambas unaccompanied. 
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On internal evidence the pastoralle could be by Finger but not 
conclusively so. The writer had reached this opinion when there suddenly 
occurred a remarkable coincidence: in September 1968 
[25] Richard Andrewes opened the remaining uninvestigated parcel of the 
Bamburgh Collection in Durham Cathedral Library and found in it a 
hitherto unknown work by Finger for three treble recorders entitled a 
‘Pastorella’. Unlike most of such pieces, but like the pastoralle, this is in 
more than one movement, having a slow movement followed by an allegro; 
it also has a few bars closely paralleled in the viola da gamba work. As a 
result, the case for ascribing the pastoralle to Finger is now strong. This is a 
genial work, not unduly difficult, but less successful than the recorder work 
in avoiding the monotony which so easily besets this form of composition. 

The Duet Suite in D was almost certainly written during the same 
period as Finger's viol music, and it contains a number of features typical of 
him, such as the chains of seconds and thirds already mentioned, and not 
least his favourite ground which occurs in so many of his works of all kinds. 
One feels somewhat hesitant in ascribing it to Finger, however, because in 
addition to being a superb work it is on a larger scale than he normally 
essays. It opens with one viol announcing a theme in two-part chords, and in 
the second bar adding two further parts to an identical entry by the second 
viol: and the adagio continues in this impressive vein. A brisk allegro 
somewhat in allemande form follows, and then there is a more lyrical adagio 
ending in a double cadenza. At this point, without a break, the ground is 
introduced, and the rest of the work is a huge chaconne on this ground, 
about three times the length of the first three movements put together. The 
quality of the invention is superb almost throughout this chaconne which 
includes a poignant chromatic section with the theme in the treble. In style 
the first three movements are not unlike the prelude of the E minor suite, 
and they are also matched in quality by Finger's D minor sonata and his C 
minor recorder sonata Op. 3 No. 2: it is when one comes to the chaconne 
that a little doubt arises whether Finger would or could have written such a 
splendid piece on a much larger scale than was his wont. 

There is one more piece to consider in this collection of viol music all 
in one hand and on similar quality music paper. This is a duet sonata in B 
flat for two gambas unaccompanied, which being on paper of a different 
shape would not fit in D.228 or D.249 and so has been inserted in C.93. 
From its style the writer is as convinced that this is by Finger as in the case 
of solo sonata. No. 7. It is a work of considerable merit though not 
outstanding like the E minor and D major duet suites. A melodious adagio 
opens with some impressive chords, and is followed by a lively allegro: 
finally a very simple aria is used for a display of division-writing which 
reaches considerable speed and difficulty towards the close. 

To sum up, there are in the Bodleian Library, in addition to a sonata and 
a set of divisions previously identified as Finger's, six solo sonatas, a solo 
suite, a duet sonata, three duet suites, a suite 
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[26] and a pastoralle for two solo gambas with continuo, and a trio-suite for 
violetta, viola da gamba and continuo, all of which are substantial works for 
viola da gamba—often of great technical interest to the virtuoso—most, if 
not all, of which can with high probability be ascribed to Godfrey Finger. 

The broad features of Finger's style in his sonatas have already been 
described, as have the main points of similarity and difference in the style of 
the suites which have been considered in this article. Coming to the detail of 
the writing, Finger is again found to be under the influence of the German 
and English schools—that is to say, Schenk, Buxtehude and Christopher 
Simpson—and hardly at all of the French school. Ornamentation is in trills 
and in large-scale flourishes and cadenzas, not in note by note 
embellishment as with the French, though no doubt some extempore 
ornamentation of the plainer melodies is expected. Nearer to the meticulous 
attention to detail of the French, however, are the frequent and very valuable 
bowing marks provided by Finger both here and in a great deal of his more 
Italianate violin music. In sonatas 2, 3 and 6 an item of particular interest is 
the use of a slur over six or seven louré notes (marked with horizontal 
dashes over the notes) in downward scale-passages: these are probably to be 
played a little detached but in one stroke, preferably a back bow. A 
refreshing feature of Finger’s style is the irregularity of his phrase-lengths 
which are rarely in four bar units so that the cadences are often delightfully 
unexpected: he makes great use too of a particularly powerful type of 
cadence stressing the five-four chord on the dominant. 

For lovers of early English music there is a particular interest in this 
discovery of Finger’s viola da gamba compositions. Players of the 
instrument must often have regretted that after the splendid lead given by 
Christopher Simpson and John Jenkins the best English composers of the 
next generation unaccountably failed to show any interest in writing for the 
viola da gamba as a solo instrument, so that in spite of the brilliant work of 
Simpson no English school comparable with the French and German 
schools arose. In these circumstances, just as we in England can take a pride 
in Handel’s Messiah, so we can now find some satisfaction in the work of 
another anglicized German who did much to maintain the tradition of viola 
da gamba music, in this country and to a great extent adopted the English 
style. 

In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge the continuous and 
valuable assistance, throughout the researches described in these pages, of 
Miss Margaret Crum of the Department of Western Manuscripts in the 
Bodleian Library, Oxford. 
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[27] 

The Instrumentation of 
English Viol Consort Music 

 
MARCO PALLIS 

 
A problem which has occurred with increasing frequency during recent 
years, as a result of the widespread exploration of the viol repertoire by 
editors of varying tendencies, concerns the alto viol and its appropriate uses. 
Their decisions in this respect have been far from uniform, and it has been 
difficult in certain cases to follow the reasoning behind them. The question 
at issue is to determine the criteria whereby the choice of instruments for the 
middle parts of consorts is to be settled. To go no further than the 
Supplementary Publications of the Viola da Gamba Society, there are 
several works in five and six parts where the labelling is for one alto and 
one tenor viol. Again, in Jacobean Consort Music1 this same question has 
faced the editors at every turn; in fact whosoever sets out to score any of the 
English music for four or more viols will have to make decisions in regard 
to this particular problem, if problem it be. For this reason it is in the 
common interest for the subject to be investigated as fully as possible at the 
present time. 

The first point to establish is the precise status of the viol now known to 
us as the alto, namely the one tuned from c" to c. This tuning, the practical 
convenience of which is undeniable, can claim no precedent in English 
writings and was adopted by Arnold Dolmetsch from a Continental source 
which was almost certainly Mersenne. Gerald Hayes states that Mersenne 
gives as the most usual alto tuning of his time that which leaves only one 
tone between itself and the treble in D, in other words a tuning from c" to c,2 
and this is confirmed by Rousseau writing later.3 At the same time 
Mersenne explained that in Italy the alto and tenor viols were tuned alike, 
namely a fifth above the bass, that is to say from a' to A, which implies a 
considerable difference in the respective thickness of each string to offset 
the difference in length. Similar statements are to be found in other writers 
quoted by Hayes which, as they stand, do not fully explain themselves. In 
England the practice appears to have been similar, for although the alto viol 
is not actually named by writers of the period, instruments have survived 
that plainly occupy an intermediate position between the large English tenor 
to be seen in the Hill collection, for instance, and the normal treble size. 
Whether this instrument be called a small tenor or an alto, it does in fact  

                                                 
1 Musica Britannica IX, ed. T. Dart and W. Coates. Second, revised edition (Stainer & Bell, 
1966). 
2  G. R. Hayes, Musical Instruments and their Music 1500-1 750. II The Viols, and other 
Bowed Instruments (Oxford University Press, 1930), p. 15. 
3 J. Rousseau, Traité de la Viole (Paris, 1687), p. 21. Facsimile edition (Antiqua, 
Amsterdam, 1965). 
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[28] imply thicker strings if tuned like a tenor, g' to G, or else a different 
tuning whereof we have no record .4 

There is no doubt that an instrument situated, by its size and tuning, 
between the treble and tenor viols does fill a practical need inasmuch as a 
number of splendid compositions exist, notably in four parts, where proper 
tonal balance calls for four different sizes of viols, as against other 
compositions where only three sizes are needed; with six parts the 
commonest arrangement is one of three superposed pairs; if there be five 
parts, trebles and tenors are paired over a single bass. This disposition of 
parts is typical of the first half of the seventeenth century in England when 
the consort of viols was at its height. Admittedly, several other five-part 
combinations also occur, but the above grouping is the most usual. Here one 
is thinking chiefly of the fantasy: the instrumentation of the pavan and other 
chamber music forms deriving from the dance exhibits certain features of its 
own, to be discussed in the latter part of this article. 

To return to the c" to c alto and its re-introduction in the late nineteen 
twenties: as soon as it appeared on the scene its advantages for certain 
purposes became evident. To give a few examples, a true alto serves with 
telling effect in nearly all consort songs for voice to four viols and (citing 
the two greatest composers of four-part consorts during the Jacobean period) 
in all the four-part compositions of John Ward and nearly all those of 
Ferrabosco, in Locke's six great suites for viols and in all Purcell's four-part 
fantasies-all these sound right with treble, alto, tenor, bass. Doubling the 
treble, as is sometimes done, sounds unsatisfactory because imitations in the 
weaker middle strings of the second treble simply cannot be got to match 
the same phrases when these appear about a fifth higher in the much more 
brilliant upper register of the first treble. The whole tonal structure of the 
consort is upset in consequence. 

With Locke and Purcell the c" to c tuning of the alto fits ideally. With 
Ferrabosco and Ward, however, where the alto parts on average lie lower 
than in the later music, an alto in A might well prove to be the best solution 
of all and the same applies in consort songs, most of which belong to the 
sixteenth century, but this is a fine point, since the alto in C also suits both 
the latter types of music very well despite a somewhat lower tessitura in 
most cases. Jenkins's four-part music,  

[29] on the other hand, varies more in respect of its instrumental 
requirements: a few of his fancies, such as the lovely one on All in a garden 
green, have the parts so spaced as to call for all four kinds of viol, but there 
are several other fancies of his, including some of the greatest, where the 

                                                 
4 At Haslemere the c' to c alto tuning was introduced during the time that I was studying 
there. When I fast arrived Arnold Dolmetsch sold to me a fine example of a small tenor 
with a striped back, this being tuned at the time g' to G. When large tenors began to be 
made at Haslemere based on the splendid Italian (or might it be South German?) example in 
the Dolmetsch collection, in the list of string gauges worked out by A.D. both  'small' and 
'large' tenors were mentioned, the gauges for the alto in C being added to the list in due 
course. The small tenor mentioned above has since passed into the possession of the Jaye 
Consort; it has now been tuned a' to A with excellent effect, as in the Italy of Mersenne’s 
day. 
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two middle parts work together on the same level, thus giving a scoring for 
one treble, two tenors and a bass. A still larger number of four-part works 
by this composer are for two equal pairs, respectively of trebles and basses, 
which is a form of composition of which Lupo seems to have been the 
originator. However, with this form we have really come out of the classical 
consort style into a world where the upper parts are being increasingly 
shared between the treble viol and the now rising violin, a world of 
sparkling music which, though often attractive, tends to remain relatively 
external in its appeal. In fact, this particular shift in taste heralded the 
decline of English chamber music: in contrast, the music of Locke and 
Purcell appears as a last marvellous flowering during the viol consort's 
sunset days. If there is to be another flowering—and what vast possibilities 
the viols offer in this respect!—it will be for a future generation of 
composers to find a way to it. 

The foregoing examples, if they prove the usefulness of a separate alto 
viol intermediate in character between treble and tenor, have not yet brought 
us face to face with the avowed object of the present inquiry which is to 
establish consistent criteria to decide whether in any particular case an alto 
viol is actually required, or else provides an acceptable alternative to a tenor 
in G or whether a tenor is wanted exclusively. Undoubtedly this choice may 
be influenced by personal taste, but in by far the greater number of cases 
one's choice will depend on the rigorous logic of tonal balance, itself 
depending on the lay-out of the part-writing. Mace insists with particular 
clarity on the need to ensure proper balance in the full consort and therefore 
also on the exact choice of instruments to make up his ideal `chest'.5 He 
stresses this point strongly even while admitting that those who are unable 
to achieve this ideal may have to make do with such instruments as they 
actually possess, which is the case with many groups today. Of course, one 
can compensate for an imperfectly assorted set of instruments to some 
extent, and with reasonably good results, by the way one plays them.6 

[30] There is no doubt that a right sizing and matching of a set of 
consort viols does make an enormous difference to the all-over effect of the 
collective tone. It is not enough that each of the instruments is good in itself; 
unless each blends with its neighbour in strength and character, there is 
likely to be frequent unbalance to the prejudice of contrapuntal clarity and 
lyrical expression, both of which largely depend on an ability to make one's 
tone tell in any circumstances and without the need either to push it or hold 
it back. 
                                                 
5 T. Mace, Musick’s MonumentI (London, 1676), p. 246. Facsimile edition (Paris, 1958). 
6 A case in point is the occasional use of a bass to play a second tenor part in pavans; in 
fantasies this substitution rarely succeeds because of the frequent crossing of parts. Even 
in pavans, however, experience has shown that there is some loss when a low-lying tenor 
part is entrusted to a bass playing on its middle strings-a loss of `colour' and therefore 
also of dramatic power when such is called for, as in the final chromatic section of the 
Tomkins Pavan in A minor (No. 73 in Jacobean Consort Music); the tenor II part goes 
very low but still sounds much finer on the tenor just because this gives more "tension" in 
the tone than when the part is entrusted to a bass, easy though it is to perform it thus. 
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A word needs to be said about the Latin titles commonly found in 
ancient part-books, such as Quintus, Altus, Tenor, Contratenor, etc. lest 
anyone should suppose that these indicate species of instruments or that they 
are even related on any very strict plan to the tessitura of the instrumental 
parts in question. These labels derive, in fact, from more ancient vocal 
conventions which had begun to lose their significance by the time that viol 
consorts got going in earnest. Thus a pair of parts, constantly inter-crossing 
at about the same level, may yet be found in part-books labelled as if each 
related to a different voice; and even when, for example, a book marked 
ALTUS happens to contain a part which, on its own showing, suits the alto 
viol, this coincidence of names remains largely an accidental one—it does 
not indicate, that is to say, the existence or non-existence of a particular 
form of instrument any more than the occurrence of titles like QUINTUS or 
SEXTUS indicates the existence, at that time, of a corresponding ‘quintus 
viol’ or ‘sextus viol’ of such and such size and tuning?7 

The time has now come to put the practical question: faced with the 
score of any typical seventeenth-century consort piece, what will tell us 
whether two tenors are required or alto and tenor or else whether the 
question should be left open by double-labelling the part that is in doubt? 

To this question it is possible to give an answer of wide (but not 
watertight) applicability by saying that it is the degree of crossing in the 
parts that usually will decide the point. Wherever there is free and frequent 
crossing it is reasonably certain that a pair of equal instruments is required, 
i.e. two tenors. If, on the other hand, parts are 'spaced', i.e. lie roughly in the 
average relation of a fourth or more apart, with or without occasional 
crossing of a minor kind, then [31] unequal instruments may be assumed, 
namely alto and tenor. This gives the general principle; cases where the bias 
of evidence remains in dispute also exist in fair numbers and it is to these 
that the twofold label 'Alto or Tenor' may reasonably be applied. 

As was mentioned earlier on, spacing of parts applies especially in four-
part music, for the simple reason that there is more room to manoeuvre than 
in the necessarily denser texture of five- and six-part writing. The English 
proneness to lyricism expressed itself in an extreme freedom of crossing; by 
comparison, much of the Continental music feels relatively constrained. In 
the latter case it is the structure that seems to dominate the parts, whereas 
with the English composers the bias is if anything the other way. In a 
consort part by Ferrabosco, Jenkins or Lawes one finds nothing that could 
be described as 'filling in', no purely harmonic material devoid of intrinsic 
interest, no uninteresting tag-ends in any part. Kenneth Skeaping's brilliant 
dictum that in the English consort music 'each player is taking the principal 
                                                 
7 Similar considerations apply to the conventional French naming of parts as Haute-Contre, 
Taille, Basse-Contre, etc. These labels derive rather from respective situations in a 
contrapuntal whole than from a particular form given to an instrument. Misunderstanding 
on this score can sometimes lead to comic results, as when the word taille was applied by 
Bach to the viola part of the string accompaniment of an obscure (and very simple) piece of 
recitative in one of his cantatas: one of Bach's well-known biographers opined that this 
name must refer to some unusual instrument, possibly a treble viol—why treble and not 
alto, one might well ask! It takes a learned brain to think up anything quite so improbable in 
order to explain what is perfectly obvious. 
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part all the time' perfectly expresses the nature of the English creative 
impulse as well as of the technical means deployed to give effect to it, not 
least of which is an extremely free type of part-writing that would have been 
inconceivable but for the acceptance of wide-ranging crossings as a norm 
common to all consort instruments, the ones taking the middle parts being 
no exception. 

It can be said, without exaggeration, that during the heyday of the 
consort of viols, as covered by the reigns of James I and Charles I, 
continually crossing pairs of equal parts are most commonly found, for 
which Mace's specification of two trebles, two tenors and two basses applies 
very generally. Nevertheless it can also be admitted that there exist a certain 
number of examples (one can think of several such in Lawes) where the first 
tenor part goes into its highest register so frequently as to raise the question 
whether an alto, if available, might not offer advantages on balance despite 
crossings elsewhere. These, in fact, are the cases where it is reasonable to 
leave the question open by including both 'Tenor' and 'Alto' at the head of 
that part in the score. I can, however, think of no case off hand where a total 
omission of the word 'tenor' in five- or six-part music would be justified on 
any logical or historical showing. 

The foregoing statement holds good particularly in fantasies; the case of 
pavans is often somewhat different and will receive special consideration 
further on. In the Jacobean period 'spacing' of parts often occurs in pavans, 
galliards and almains when this feature has practically, disappeared from 
fantasy-writing in favour of freely crossing parts. It is, however, worth 
pointing out at this stage in our discussion, that in pavans of that period (but 
not later) it is often the part labelled Quintus which seems to call for use of 
the alto viol. The choice will then lie between a second treble and an alto, 
leaving two tenors to function in the middle range of the consort. Such a 
combination does not (as far as I can remember) suit any of the  

[32] seventeenth-century fantasies, but many of the sixteenth-century In 
Nomines obviously require it. 

While on the subject of the various dance forms which after the turn of 
the seventeenth century came into the orbit of pure chamber music, it is 
worth pointing out that the pavans of the great Jacobean composers differ 
markedly from those of the succeeding reign. The much extended pavans of 
Jenkins and Lawes, as well as the splendid airs into which the earlier 
almaine had developed by that time, are indistinguishable from fantasies in, 
respect of their manner of using paired instruments playing parts that cross 
continually: the connection of these works with the ancestral dances had by 
that time became rather tenuous. 

With Ferrabosco and Tomkins, on the other hand, though the thematic 
and harmonic inventiveness displayed in their pavans often touches sublime 
heights one can, nevertheless, still observe certain contrapuntal traits 
associated with sixteenth-century procedure, one of which is the prevalence
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of ‘spacing’, though this in no wise seems to impede the extreme 
melodiousness of the part-writing. These same composers in their fantasies 
have already gone over to the now commonly accepted build-up in tiers of 
crossing pairs. In four-part music of the same period spacing still remains a 
common practice, however, for which reason an instrument of specifically 
alto size and tuning needs to be included in the quartet of viols; a fortiori 
with Locke and Purcell their brilliantly placed second line requires the 
presence of a true alto which finds in this particular music its finest 
opportunity to shine in its own right. 

Returning to the fantasies, a few further remarks on the subject of 
crossing parts will help to make the position still clearer. During the great 
flowering of the Jacobean period, when the viol consort came into its own 
as a fully independent instrumental form, by far the greater number of 
fantasies were laid out according to a scheme of so many pairs of parts, 
rather than as so many parts to be regarded individually: in six-part music 
there will be three such pairs, and in five-part music two pairs over a bass. 
The additional fact that most fantasies of that period, in their opening and 
their final sections, are composed like a double fugue, with a pair of 
contrasting subjects to be tossed, as it were, from part to part, allows of at 
least four main thematic entries per pair thus lending to the general 
polyphony a marvellous wealth of permutations. In five-part music on this 
model one finds, besides the commonest arrangement as described above, a 
lay-out with pairs of trebles and basses to a single tenor (as in Coperario, for 
instance) and, more rarely, with one treble to paired tenors and basses. 
Thomas Lupo produced several masterpieces in this rare form. 

Passing to the Caroline age with Jenkins and Lawes as its dominant 
figures, one finds that fancies of the double-fugue type have  

[33] given way, almost entirely, to the practice of exploiting one theme 
at a time, either during a section or, in a very few cases, throughout the 
course of a work. In this period the practice of crossing parts in pairs 
continued to prevail with unexampled exuberance, and by it the sweeping 
lyricism of these two supreme exponents of the consort art is particularly 
favoured. 

It is clear, therefore, that in the music of both the abovementioned 
periods a use of two equal instruments (tenors) will remain the normal 
requirement and any departure from the practice as a consequence of 
substituting an alto in the upper tenor line is likely, at least in many cases, to 
upset tonal balance by diminishing the average brilliance in the middle tiers 
of the consort's texture to the detriment of the whole. In the classical viol 
consort formed of crossing pairs of parts the decisive consideration is the 
balance of tone in a given pair of parts during the whole course of their joint 
deployment and not the existence here and there of tonal extremes whether 
high or low, as found in certain phrases of each individual part. A pair in 
which the upper-ranking part never gets a chance to touch its top string (that 
is to say is excluded from its own zone of maximum brilliance) but in which 
the lower-ranking part does so, if but occasionally, will suffer from an 
unbalance of an irremediable kind. This is precisely what happens when an 
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alto is asked to replace a tenor part for inadequate reasons, since all the 
peaks of phrases which, in the latter, would be realized by the brilliant 
sounds of the top string will, with the alto, be replaced by the relatively 
milder sounds of that instrument's second string. This gives the pith of the 
objection to labelling `Tenor I' parts as for the alto. But even apart from the 
special case of loss of the brightest top-string tone, it is the balanced 'bi-
unity' of the crossing pair which here is generally at stake, as considered in 
terms of string versus string throughout the compass of the two instruments 
concerned. 

It is impossible to discuss the present subject without some reference to 
the use of clefs in the old part-books, since this factor has also contributed to 
fogging the issue in regard to the allocation of parts to given instruments in 
the consort. Very often one finds that for a first tenor part a C clef on the 
second line from the bottom of the stave is used while a C clef on the 
middle line is used for the second tenor, with the result that some have taken 
it for granted that the alto viol was intended in the former case and the tenor 
viol in the latter. A closer examination of many parts will, however, show 
that this criterion, though corresponding to a real situation in some cases, is 
not reliable enough to be erected into a general principle. In fact one often 
finds two tenor parts of approximately equal tessitura using two different 
clefs, and one can only determine whether this difference of clefs is 
meaningful by comparing the two parts in their entirety, note by note. It is 
an inspection carried out in terms of actual sounds, rather than with 
reference to the way those sounds have been noted down, which will tell us 
which kind of viol goes with a given part. 

[34] Why then resort to different clefs, it may well be asked? The 
reasons seem to lie somewhere between a convention inherited from earlier 
times and the constitutional dislike of the ancients for ledger lines. The mere 
fact that a first tenor part will tend to include more high passages than its 
partner (as is but natural) coupled with a wish to record these higher 
passages on, rather than above, the stave caused composers of the time, 
accustomed as they were to employ a great variety of clefs without the 
slightest discomfort, to prefer a mezzo soprano clef to an alto one even for 
parts which, for much of the time, deployed themselves in a middle register 
where either clef would have suited equally well. Similarly, with a second 
tenor part, one comes across cases where the C clef on the second line (the 
true 'tenor clef' in fact) is preferred for the reason that here and there 
passages occur that go unusually low—to save ledger-lines below the stave, 
'the tenor clef is applied to the entire part in preference to the alto clef on the 
middle line. This is a sphere in which a certain fluctuation was to be 
expected in practice and this is what one finds. 

To sum up a few important conclusions based both on observation of 
texts and on practical experience in performing consorts, it can be said that 
the normal constitution of a consort of five or six viols in the seventeenth 
century requires two equal tenors and that anything different will fall into 
the category of more or less frequent exceptions. This means that even in 
borderline cases it would be improper to omit all mention of two tenors by 
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labelling one of the parts in question as 'Alto Viol' purely and simply. The 
farthest one can go in denoting an unusually high-lying part in such a 
consort is to label it as either for 'Tenor or Alto' as has been done, for 
instance, in the case of many examples shown in Jacobean Consort Music. 
To suppress the word 'Tenor' entirely and thus by implication to impose the 
viol known to us as 'alto' (useful as this instrument undoubtedly is on many 
occasions) upon the chest of viols as one of its basic constituents is to go 
beyond anybody's brief, not only in a historical but also in a practical sense, 
since this is liable to affect the collective tone of a consort in the direction - 
of an avoidable dulling of one of its constituent parts; for this is precisely 
the effect of 'demoting' a part that by rights should be played by a tenor 
using its higher strings, in order to give that part to an alto, on which each 
passage will necessarily be rendered one string lower. 

To express the same conclusions somewhat differently, no arrangement 
of instruments in a consort is tolerable that does not allow all the constituent 
members of the group to utilize their most brilliant tonal register as and 
when musical occasion so demands. Any arrangement that places one part at 
a quasi-permanent disadvantage in this respect will inescapably impair that 
perfectly balanced tonal exchange which is the greatest glory of the consort 
of viols and which made these instruments, in the hands of the English 
Masters, into the most perfect vehicle of contrapuntal chamber music the 
world has ever known. 

[35] The alto is a necessary and treasured member of the viol family 
with its own characteristic part to play, but it is not per se a normal 
substitute for the first tenor in most five- or six-part combinations. 
Admittedly there are more or less numerous exceptions to every rule and 
whether a particular case falls under the exceptional heading is a legitimate 
matter of opinion. What must, however, be guarded against is to turn the 
exception into the rule in intention or in fact, and this is why the name 
‘Alto’ cannot be applied to the upper tenor line as a matter of course in 
current editorial practice. 
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The Coperario-Lupo Five-part  
Books at Washington 

GORDON DODD 

[36] For some time a connection has been suspected between 
manuscripts known to the Society’s Card Index as ‘The Dolmetsch MSS.’ 
and the Coperario-Lupo part books at the Washington Library of Congress. 
The Washington set, formerly known as ML96 C.7895, has recently 
acquired a new shelf-mark M990.C66F4, and it comprises two separate but 
related sets of five part-books now known as Vols. 1 and 2. The list of 
contents follows this account (p. 39). Both ‘Dolmetsch’ and ‘Washington’ 
sets have been quoted in the Society's Provisional Index of Coperario’s and 
Lupo’s works,1 but it has transpired that the ‘Dolmetsch’ set is identical 
with Vol. 2 of the Washington manuscript. Not only this, but other 
interesting facts have come to light, as the following account will show. 

In Percy Grainger's Foreword to the Dolmetsch Collection of English 
Consorts (Schirmer’s Edition) where the date and place of the first 
performance of a number of string consorts in modern times is recorded, is 
found the following note: 

“Chi pue mirarvi” Fantasy for 5 viols (MS bought about 1923, for USA, 
from Bernard Quaritch. Arnold Dolmetsch copied this Fantasy and two 
others from this MS in 1892, when it was, probably, in the library of the late 
W. H. Cummings); concert given by Arnold Dolmetsch at Barnard’s Inn, 
Holborn, W.C., London, Jan. 24, 1893. 

This manuscript proves, by its movements and contents, to be Vol. 1 of the 
Washington set which, according to Mr. Frank Traficante (lately Reference 
Librarian at the Library of Congress), was acquired by the Library in 1920. 

The contents of ‘The Dolmetsch MSS.’ and of Vol. 2 of the 
Washington set are absolutely identical, and such as is known of the 
movements of the former sufficiently confirms that it is the same set of 
books as the latter. The books were owned by Arnold Dolmetsch; according 
to Miss Nathalie Dolmetsch, he disposed of them at some time during the 
1930s. They were acquired by the Library of Congress in 1938. 

The foregoing conclusions were reached on the basis of the contents list 
which Mr. Traficante kindly provided in the first instance. At a later stage 
he sent the complete microfilm, which was then partially examined with a 
view to establishing the relation between Vols. 1 and 2. From cursory 
inspection, it appeared that Vols. 1 and 2 were in the same hand and format 
and showed every sign of being companion sets. Miss Pamela Willetts of 
the Department of Manuscripts  

                                                 
1 Viola da Gamba Society Bulletin, Nos. 24 (1965) and 26 (1967). 
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[37] at the British Museum inspected the film, and not only confirmed this 
first impression, but gave the opinion that the hand strongly resembled that 
of British Museum, Add. MS. 30487 (Jenkins's five-part fantasies) and of 
the first few leaves (which contain three-part fantasies by Coperario and 
Lupo) of Tenbury, St. Michael's College, MS. 302. 

Another connection between the two volumes is a manuscript list, in 
Vol. 1 only, of the fantasies in both volumes which require two bass viols; 
this indicates common ownership at some time. Also, No. 14 in Vol. 2, 
bearing the title Alma Mia (wrongly, if Tregian’s titles in British Museum, 
Egerton MS. 3665 are correct), carries the note ‘This fancie I have prickt in 
other books’; the same piece, similarly titled, is at Vol. 1 No. 9, and it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the part-books of Vol. 1 were those selfsame 
‘other books’. 

The last main connection between the two volumes raises an entirely 
new subject. Before we explore this interesting avenue, I should say that, 
since originally drafting this report on the basis of the microfilm, I have had 
the opportunity to visit the Library of Congress, and, by courtesy of Mr. 
William Lichtenwanger, Head of Reference Section of the Music Division, 
to inspect the manuscripts themselves. As a result I am in no doubt that 
Vols. 1 and 2 are companion sets. Indeed, I am greatly surprised that their 
reunion in Washington after many years’ separation was greeted with so 
little eclat. 

And now we turn to Barnard, who is known as a sub-source of the 
L’Estrange Collection (British Museum, Add. 39550-4 and London, Royal 
College of Music 1145), and who, in this guise, was introduced by Pamela 
Willetts in her article ‘Sir Nicholas L'Estrange and John Jenkins’.2 In the 
bass book, Add. 39554, Sir Nicholas listed the titles of the Coperario 
fantasies as found in his sub-sources, one of which was ‘Barnard’. 
Doubtless the bassus book of R.G.M. 1145, had it survived, would have 
carried similar information. And, in every case where Barnard’s title differs 
from Tregian’s, both volumes of the Washington manuscript follow 
Barnard. Indeed, in all the Coperario titles, Barnard is followed, not only to 
the word, but practically to the letter. 

To take Barnard a stage further, I have found an astonishing degree of 
correspondence between the musical variants attributed to Barnard by Sir 
Nicholas, and the readings in both volumes of the Washington manuscript. 
For example, the one shown on the facsimile page opposite p. 32 of the 
Music and Letters article mentioned above is also a Washington reading. 
Other such correspondences may be inspected in our S.P. 63 (Coperario's 
fantasy a:5, Meyer No. 7,  

[38] Del Mio Cibo). The variants examined so far amount to no more than 
an interesting sample, but they and the titles, taken together, tend to support 
a prima facie speculation that the Washington MSS. may have been the very 

                                                 
2 Music and Letters, 42 (1961), 30-43. 
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'Barnard' books used in Sir Nicholas's collations. Whether this can ever be 
satisfactorily, proved is doubtful. 

There have been suggestions that the Washington set may be in 
Coperario's autograph: they are referred to in Manfred Bukofzer's 
introduction to the facsimile edition of Coperario's Rules How To 
Compose.3 But this seems unlikely for two reasons. Firstly, had Barnard 
owned two sets of books in Coperario's hand, it is probable that he would 
have made an acknowledgment in the flyleaf, as others did in like 
circumstances. Secondly, it must be noted that R.C.M. 1145 and Vol. 1 of 
the Washington MSS. are the only two sources in which East's Penitet and 
Credidi are attributed to Coperario, and that, in R.C.M. 1145, the only 
quoted sub-source is Barnard: this speaks more of Barnard than of 
Coperario, who would surely not have cribbed two works from a printed 
book in his own hand and then signed them. Incidentally these attributions 
to Coperario seem to indicate that neither L'Estrange nor Barnard can have 
been entirely familiar with East's Third Set of Books which had been 
published many years earlier. It should be added here that Miss Pamela 
Willetts has not yet found any proved Coperario autograph with which these 
or any other music manuscript may be compared. 

Nothing is known at present of Barnard's hand, and, since there were 
Barnards not only at St. Paul's Cathedral but all over East Anglia and in 
Kent as well, members who have been briefed for the search may be 
forgiven for feeling that they are looking for a needle in a haystack, 

The other line of enquiry which arises from these discoveries involves 
the five-part Jenkins fantasies. Of the works listed in the L'Estrange 
Collection, for which Barnard was a sub-source, are included seven five-
part works which happened to be the very same selection made by John 
Lilly for the great Christ Church Set 2/397-408/436an amazing 
coincidence, if the pieces were not taken from Barnard. Correspondence 
might be expected, therefore, between the Barnard variants in R.C.M. 1145, 
the readings in the Christ Church Set, and the readings in B.M. Add. 30487 
whose hand is similar to the Barnard-connected Washington set. Mr. 
Richard Nicholson has looked into this in the course of preparing the 
Society's edition of the Jenkins five-part fantasias,4 and has reported 
encouragingly, that of the twenty Barnard variants in R.C.M. 1145, eighteen 
are found in Add. 30487. He has been unable to find any significant 
correspondence between R.C.M. 1145 /Barnard and the Christ Church set. 

[39] For this much progress, thanks are due to Sir Nicholas LT-
strange for blazing the trail, to Miss Pamela Willetts for recovering it, and to 
Mr. Frank Traficante for sending vital intelligence back across the Atlantic. 
And in conclusion, wasn't Barnard's .Inn an aptly-named venue for that 
performance in 1893? 

                                                 
3 c.1610. Facsimile edition, introd. Manfred E. Bukofzer. (Las Angeles, Ernest E. Gottlieb, 
1952). 
4 In the press. 
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CONTENTS LIST OF 

WASHINGTON, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, MSS. M990.C66F4 

Two sets of part-books in the same hand-Vol. 1 acquired 1920, Vol. 2 
acquired 1938; five part-books in each volume, designated `Viol 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5'. 

VOLUME 1 

All works are five-part fantasies attributed to Coperario. In the text, the 
first few source-numbers are confused, possibly by the insertion of the two 
works by East and the extra one by Coperario; Nos. 1-4 as given below are 
those apparently intended, judging mainly from the index. 
No. in Meyer 
             Source No. Composer  Title in Source Comment 
 1  22  Coperario  Leno 
 2 32 Coperario  Se mi volete morto 
 (2A) (51)5  (East) Fantazia East's Penitet 
   (2B)        (55)5  (East) Fantazia East's Credidi 
  3 15 Coperario  O misero mio core 'Lieti Candamo' in Tregian6  
 4 42 Coperario  Damo mia vita 'Credemi' in Tregian6 

 (4A)  2 Coperario  none Inserted below 3 & 4  
 5 44 Coperario  Credemi 'Qual vaghezza' in Tregian6  
 6 35 Coperario  Qual vaghezza 'Dolce ben mio' in Tregian6  
 7 14 Coperario  Fuga donque la luce `Alma mia' in Tregian6  
 8 30 Coperario  Lucretia mia 
 9        13 Coperario  Allma mia  'Voi caro' in Tregian6 
 10  28 Coperario  Luci beate e care 
 11  4 Coperario  Io piango 
 12  27 Coperario  Luma tuo fugace 
 
[40] 
 13 26 Coperario Rapina 1'alma 
 14 3 Coperario Gittene nimfe 
 15 25 Coperario Crudell perche 
 16 16 Coperario Quando la vaga flori 
 17 34 Coperario La prima vera 
 18 54 Coperario Ite leggiadra rime 
 19 19 Coperario Cagia fuoco. 
 20 9 Coperario Chi pue mirarui (`2 bases) 
 21 8 Coperario Al primo giorno ('2 bases') 
 22 7 Coperario Del mio cibo ('2 bases) 
 23 6 Coperario In to mio ('2 bases') 
 24. 5 Coperario In voy moro ('2 bases') 

VOLUME 2 
Consists entirely of five-part fantasies, correctly attributed. 

 
 1 20 Lupo  'For 2 bases' 
 2 21 Lupo  'For 2 bases' 
 3 22 Lupo  'For 2 bases' 
 4 23 Lupo  'For 2 bases' 

                                                 
5 In the list of five-part works by Coperario. 
6 Egerton MS. 3665. 
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 5 24 Lupo  'For 2 bases' 
 6 12 Lupo  
 7 13 Lupo  
 8 4 Lupo  
 
 
 9 11 Lupo  
 10 14 Lupo  
 11 15 Lupo  
 12  21 Coperario  
 13  11 Coperario  
 14  13 Coperario Alma mia ‘Voi caro’ in Tregian6 
       'this fancie I have  prickt in other books' 
 15  17 Coperario Dolce ben mio ‘Fugga dunque la luce  
         In Tregian6 (part 1 of 
         2 parts) 
 16  12 Coperario  O sono  In Tregian6 (part 2 of the  
        above) 
 17  25 Lupo   'For 2 bases' 
 18  26 Lupo  
 19  27 Lupo  
 20  28 Lupo The word 'Burgesse’ appears in Viol 2 book 

 
6 Egerton MS. 3665. 
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[Note (1)] 

COPERARIO OR BULL? 

 
In Bulletin No. 25 the attribution of the so-called Coperario fantasy, Meyer No. 
7, with the incipit [shown] was questioned. Further enquiries have revealed the 
following position. 

Two sets of manuscripts compiled by or under John Lilly, Oxford, Christ 
Church MSS. 2/397-400/436 and 417-8/1080, have this fantasy but without any 
seventeenth-century attribution. Indeed, the only seventeenth-century 
attributions in either of these Lilly sets are those provided by Dean Aldrich for 
24 five-part works in the former. But Ch. Ch. MS. 2, the score-book of this set, 
from which so many indexers have found their initial bearings, has a modem 
pencil attribution of the fantasy to Coperario : it may be wondered whence this 
came. 

It must have come from Oxford, Bodleian MSS. Mus. Sch. F.568-9, where 
a long sequence of Jacobean four-part fantasies begins with the fantasy in 
question which carries the superscription 'Coperarios phancyes 4 parts'. The 
next twenty-nine works comprise Alfonso Ferrabosco II's four-part fantasies, 
Meyer Nos. 1-13, 23 and 14-22, and Ward's four-part fantasies, Meyer Nos. 1-
6, all unattributed but apparently governed by that initial superscription. 
Exactly the same sequence of thirty fantasies in all occurs in the two Lilly sets 
so, as Mr. Richard Andrewes has pointed out, these and F.568-9 must have 
been closely connected. 

It seems that the modem collator transferred F.568-9's bold but wildly 
inaccurate guess to the first Lilly set, thus effectively misleading many a later 
researcher. The original effort in F.568-9 was a blanket attribution covering 30 
works; since this was patently wrong in relation to the last 29 items, there 
seems no reason to think it correct in relation to item 1., This is the only 
seventeenth-century attribution to Coperario, and we have disregarded it. 

The two other sources in which the fantasy occurs are British Museum, Add. 
MSS. 40657-61 (the Shirley part books) and New York, Public Library, Drexel 
MSS. 4180-5 (part books in John Merro's hand). Both attributions are to 'Doc. 
Bull', and we have accepted them So has Sydney Beck, in his edition of Nine 
Fantasias in four Parts (Peters) from the Merro part-books at New York. 

GORDON DODD 
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[Note 2] 
 

JEAN ROUSSEAU AND THE 'PRIVILEGE DU ROI' 
 

The extract from the above document as given in Bulletin No. 28 
contains two small points that call for elucidation for the sake of those 
unfamiliar with French seventeenth-century usage. The first point relates to 
the fine for infringement of the privilege, here given as three thousand 
pounds. Nowadays the word livre admittedly means a pound in the English 
sense; in the seventeenth century it bore a different meaning, being in fact 
the equivalent of a franc. Even so, the fine was a fairly heavy one, though 
much less than the same number of pounds as valued at that time. 

The second point relates to the phrase 'notwithstanding Claim of Haro, 
Norman Charter etc.' whereby Rousseau is protected against anyone who 
might try to challenge his sole privilege to publish this treatise on the Bass 
Viol. It is evident that here we have to do with a recognised legal formula; 
the fact that the mysterious term Haro is followed by a reference to 
'Norman Charter' moreover points to the origin in ancient Norman French 
law of the formula in question. The suggestion, as made, in a note on the 
text, that this particular word might refer to the name of a Spanish envoy 
who negotiated with Cardinal Mazarin in the seventeenth century about 
Pyrenean questions hardly fits in with the present context. 

The 'clameur de Haro' is in fact a Norman usage that goes back to 
very early times. The word itself is a contraction for 'Ha Rollo' whereby a 
person wishing to challenge an unjust privilege or to defend his own right 
could appeal for instant justice by thus naming Rollo, the Viking chief who 
established the Norse settlements on the French coast, whence the name of 
Normandy; Rollo himself died in 931. The then king, Charles III "the 
simple", not being strong enough to evict the intruders did the next best 
thing by confirming Rollo in his conquests and turning him into a nominal 
feudatory of the French crown. The appeal to Rollo's justice, henceforth 
known as the `clameur de Haro' remained as a permanent form in French 
law, as the case cited shows. 

It is interesting to note that this quaintly ancient form still survives in 
the local law of the Channel Islands thanks to the fact that these islands 
passed to the crown of England with the Norman conquest and have 
remained so attached ever since. A case of someone resorting to the 
'clameur' was reported in the Press some years before the last war, but I 
cannot remember the exact occasion nor the wrong against which this 
means of protest was then being directed. 

MARCO PALLIS 
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[Note 3] 

BELLS 

John Locke, the father of the famous philosopher, kept a personal notebook 
in the early 1640s which now survives as British Museum, Add. MS. 28273. On 
f.102r appear the following figures showing how 'To ring tunes on 5 bells'. 
Members may derive some innocent enjoyment from deciphering this merry 
village chime: 

 

163 (sic) ps. 53123454 / 431121 / 53123454 / 123245 

42 ps. 53435432 / 234534 / 43245345 / 343245 

25 ps. 535445 / 343245 / 43241234 / 123245 

John com kiss mee 
now 

5435222 / 53454 / 5435222 / 345445 

Ladies ffall 34524145 / 221324 / 22134145 / 132145 

Barnaby 1321 / 2345 / 343543 / 21345 

 

Someone on the same tack, in British Museum, Harl. MS. 1380, ff 39-40, 
has two more psalm tunes to offer 

The 4th psalme 53122314 / 431121 / 53122314 / 323145 

Another 41435212 / 414321 / 24213454 / 123245 

Although this is a little off our beat, we have in the Society always been 
interested in bells, vide Rev. Hugh Mountney's article in Bulletin No. 19,1 and 
all that has been said and quoted about Jenkins. Bells were important in those 
other spacious days, it was possible for the sub-dean of H.M. Chapel to take up 
much of Lord Burghley's valuable time by stating that the Queen had 
commanded him 'to devise her a chime ... to haue it play pavens and galliardes, 
or anye other songe' and expressing H.M. pleasure that 'yowr honour ... shoulde 
take order for the charges thereof' (British Museum, Lansd. MS. 108, f.100). 

What should please us about those bells is their music. Although, during that 
time, the sternly-mathematical Musique Concrbte of the change-ringer became 
firmly established, many towers must still have been ringing the slow and 
melodious chimes, some of which keep cropping up in our music. For example, 
Grove's article on Chimes mentions the 'Whittington Chime' which is familiar to 

                                                 
1 (1963), pp. 4-7. 'Lady Katherine Audley's Bells'. 
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us in Byrd's Battell ('the buriing of the dead'), Byrd's Medley,2 Byrd's Bells3 and 
Vautor's Sweet Suffolk Owl ('And sings a dirge for dying souls'). 

[44] The 'Whittington Chime' also appears, slightly altered, in the Tripla 
section of that most famous of all bell pieces, Jenkins's Bell Pavine; this is 
entirely consistent with a view which has been expressed that the seventeenth-
century instrumental pavan was often conceived in the nature of a memorial. 
If these Bells have any message for the viol consort, it may be that this is no 
Merry Village Chime, but something to be rendered-like the rest of the pavan-
with befitting gravity. 

GORDON DODD 

 

                                                 
2 See The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, introd. J. A. Fuller Maitland and W. Barclay Squire. 2 
vols. (New York, Dover, 1963). No. 173. 
3 Ibid., No. 69. 
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Book Review 

 
Music and the Reformation in England 1549-1660 

PETER LE HURAY. 
454 pp. 63s. Herbert Jenkins, London, 1967 

 
The viol player who wishes to know more about the religious upheavals that 
took place while most of the best consort music was being written will find 
this book an excellent introduction. Indeed it is far more than that, for the 
thoroughness of its scholarship is evident on every page. Even so, though it 
may prove to be a text book on the period, it certainly lacks no humour. 

Dr. Le Huray deals comprehensively with the changes in the church 
establishment and its attitude to music in worship. This includes a special 
chapter on the Chapel Royal, which was at that time the centre for many 
liturgical and musical experiments. Many of the arguments for and against 
the use of choirs and organs put forward in that first reformation are now 
being brought up again today in the present liturgical reforms both in the 
Anglican and Roman churches. 

In the chapter dealing with performance problems, after giving details of 
the manuscript sources and the relative values of different categories of 
manuscripts, there is an analysis of musica ficta (i.e. accidentals foreign to 
the key signature) which should be of interest to Gamba Society editors. On 
this thorny problem Dr. Le Huray writes ‘Such evidence as we have, 
nonetheless, tends to the conclusion that accidentals should be added in 
cases of difficulty, rather than subtracted. But that in the last analysis it must 
be admitted that such problems were very much a matter of taste and subject 
to no hard and fast rules.’ 

The second half of the book is devoted to a chronological history of the 
composers and their music. Biographical data are kept to a minimum 
(frequently because so little is known about their lives) and much space is 
given to lists of their compositions and analysis of their styles. 

Fifty pages of appendices, bibliography and indices at the end, help to 
make this an invaluable reference book to the interested amateur as well as 
the committed professional. 

RICHARD ANDREWES 
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